Kindergarten
Summer
Homework
Hello,
Saint Leonard is so excited to have you as a kindergarten student next
year! Attached, you will find a homework menu for the summer. At your
leisure, please complete the activities in the boxes. If the activity calls for
paper, please use a primary lined journal (one with a drawing space at the
top). This is on the school supply list already, so feel free to use that! If
there is not a way to record something you do, feel free to take pictures and
either print them or email them to me!
I also suggest signing up for the Louisville Public Library's free summer
reading program. It offers great incentives for something you should
already be doing (reading to or with your child). If you have any questions
about the homework, please email me at aherl@stleonardlouisville.org.
Thanks, and see you soon!
Ms. Ashley Herl

Kindergarten Summer Homework
Thank you for doing this for me! This will help you get ready for
your kindergarten year! St. Leonard is so excited to have you!
Write your name
Participate in the free
Practice writing your
three times and
reading program at
numbers 0-10 with a
circle any letters that the Louisville Public
wet paintbrush
have tails
Library and win cool
somewhere outside.
(g,j,p,q,y).
prizes.
Use scissors to cut
out five things in
your favorite color.
Use a glue stick and
glue them onto a
paper.

Can you think of five
words that begin
with a B? Have an
adult help you write
them.

Make a recipe with
the help of an adult.
Remember to
measure out your
ingredients!

Play Hopscotch or
Follow the Leader
with a family
member or a friend.

Sing the ABC song a
Get out a drawer of
few times each week
10-20 items and sort
in the summer. Slow
them into two
down when it comes
different groups.
to L,M,N,O,P.

Tell someone three
words that rhyme
with cat and fan.

Go outside on a
sunny day and trace
your shadow. Go out
the same day an
hour or two later, in
the same place, and
trace your shadow.
What happened?

Draw a picture of
your house and you
standing outside.

Play with Play-Dough
Practice saying the
Practice writing all of
or something similar.
Prayer Before Meals
Go to church and
your uppercase
Try to make letters or
that begins, “Bless us
meet our new priest!
letters in shaving
numbers with it. Roll
O Lord and these thy
cream or salt!
it in balls and snakes.
gifts..”

Practice writing all of Tell a friend or family
Go to a story time at
your lowercase
member what you
the library and listen
letters in shaving
are wanting to do in
to a few books.
cream or salt!
Kindergarten.

Have fun and enjoy
your summer! See
you in August!

